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Whether you use this book for personal meditation or group study, it will nourish you all week long to act on God's Word in the world as you prepare to hear
the Scripture proclaimed at Sunday liturgy. For each Sunday the book provides full texts of the three Scripture readings, the Responsorial Psalm, insights into
the readings written by Scripture scholars, and suggestions for the practice of hope, faith, or charity; and additional downloadable questions and activities for
catechumenal groups, adult faith sharing groups, and families. For each liturgical season, beginning with the first Sunday of Advent, you will find prayers for
beginning and ending your Scripture reading, biblical citations for the weekday readings, and notice of special days that fall on weekdays.

A 144 pp.
At Home With The Word 2020 (Year A): Sunday Scriptures And Scripture Insights
BK
Liew, PHD, Tat-siong Benny Liturgy Training Publications© 2019

263546

In Becoming Women of the Word, Sarah Christmyer embarks on a spiritual pilgrimage through the Old Testament, with each chapter focusing on one
particular woman, and in one case, on two sisters. These are ordinary women with ordinary lives. They suffered, they longed for love. They stepped into the
gap when men failed them; they worked to bring beauty from the ashes of their lives. Their experiences are still relevant today, despite the miles and years
that would distance them. Christmyer introduces each Biblical woman with a related story from her own life, and in doing so provides a concrete connection to
their witness. Includes questions for reflection after each chapter.

YA, A 160 pp.
Becoming Women Of The Word: How To Answer God's Call With Purpose And Joy
BK
Christmyer, Sarah Ave Maria Press© 2019

269888

Through rhyme and simple text, children will be introduced to salvation history. Discover the beauty of creation and the sin of Adam and Eve that kept
mankind out of the garden where everything was wonderful. Learn how God asked the fallen people to build a temple where he could be present, yet included
a curtain to remind the people that because of their sin, they could not enter fully into his presence. Finally, rejoice as Jesus comes to live among us, dies so
that God can tear that curtain, and rises from the dead so that we, even with our sin, can fully enter into his presence.

EC, P 32 pp.
Garden, The Curtain, And The Cross, The
BK
Laferton, Carl Good Books© 2019

201588

Like so many Catholics today, Saint Monica wrestled daily with the pain of having a loved one fall away from the faith. She often feared her prayers and tears
were of little worth until two decades later, her son, Augustine returned to the practice of the faith, eventually becoming a saint himself. This book offers wise,
compassionate guidance for members of what she calls "The Saint Monica Club": good Catholics suffering like Monica the rejection of the faith by persons
they love dearly. The author is herself a longtime and long-suffering member of the club. She shows how persevering as Monica did in devoted love for
straying souls, loving them as God does, will not only quiet the lingering aching cry of our hearts, but will also draw our lost loved ones back to the faith and
into the arms of Jesus again. The difficult, but necessary, nonconfrontational Way of Saint Monica is shown to be worth the effort and worth the wait for the
souls of our loved ones at stake.

A 122 pp.
Saint Monica Club, The
BK
Green, Maggie Sophia Institute For Teachers© 2019

241524

In The Gift of Invitation: Seven Ways Jesus Invites You to a Life of Grace, you will discover seven powerful invitations Jesus extends to you, including the
invitation to follow him, forgive from your heart, and know his Father's many gifts; explore the Bible to develop a deeper relationship with Jesus; see how each
invitation plays out in your own life; and reflect on how you can be better prepared to accept Jesus' invitations. For individual or group study, the seven
chapters includes reflections and scripture, with space for journaling.

YA, A 160 pp.
Stay Connected Journals For Catholic Women Book One: The Gift Of Invitation
BK
Gingras, Allison Our Sunday Visitor© 2019

269885

In Invite the Holy Spirit into Your Life: Growing in Love, Joy, Peace, Patience, Kindness, Goodness, Faithfulness, Gentleness, and Self-Control, you will learn
how the Holy Spirit can change your life through the fruits of love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control; explore
the fruits of the Spirit through real-life stories, examples from the Old and New Testaments, and the wisdom of the Church; examine how you are cultivating
the fruits of the Spirit in your own life. For individual or group study, the seven chapters includes reflections and scripture, with space for journaling.

YA, A 136 pp.
Stay Connected Journals For Catholic Women Book Three: Invite The Holy Spirit Into Your Life
BK
Bartalini, Deanna G. Our Sunday Visitor© 2019

269887

In Exploring the Catholic Classics: How Spiritual Reading Can Help You Grow in Wisdom, you will learn about seven inspiring historical and modern works of
Catholic literature; read selected passages from the writings of St. Thérèse of Lisieux, Pope St. John Paul II, St. Francis de Sales, Thomas á Kempis, and
more; study these spiritual works in light of the Scriptures; reflect on significant spiritual themes and chronicle your own thoughts and experiences; apply the
wisdom of these spiritual writers to your own life. For individual or group study, the seven chapters includes reflections and scripture, with space for journaling.

YA, A 168 pp.
Stay Connected Journals For Catholic Women Book Two: Exploring The Catholic Classics
BK
Walsh, Tiffany Our Sunday Visitor© 2019

269886

In Becoming Holy, One Virtue at a Time: A Guide to Living the Theological and Cardinal Virtues, you will grow in understanding of the theological and cardinal
virtues; dive into biblical stories that inspire you to become the person God made you to be; reflect on your vocation to holiness in your daily life; and accept
God's call to live a life of virtue. For individual or group study, the seven chapters includes reflections and scripture, with space for journaling.

YA, A 136 pp.
Stay Connected Journals For Catholic Women: Becoming Holy, One Virtue At A Time
BK
Estabrooks, Sara Our Sunday Visitor© 2019

269889
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Here is a fresh look at life from the perspective of ten Catholic women who live in the spotlight of the Internet -- ten bloggers who keep it real every day with
their personal posts relating their triumphs, trials, and temptations for all to see. In the same way, nothing is off limits in Style, Sex, And Substance. Each of
these women brings a refreshingly open and humorous perspective to growing in faith and improving their relationship with Christ. Contributors include Hallie
Lord, Jennifer Fulwiler, Danielle Bean, Rachel Balducci, Simcha Fisher, Anna Mitchell, Barbara Nicolosi, Rebecca Teti, Elizabeth Duffy, and Karen Edmisten.
Includes questions for reflection and discussion at the end of each chapter.

YA, A 176 pp.
Style, Sex, And Substance: Ten Catholic Women Consider The Things That Really Matter
BK
Lord, Hallie Our Sunday Visitor© 2012

269890

This presentation shows how the Jewish Passover is the key to understanding the Eucharist as both a meal and a sacrifice. By seeing the Last Supper
through Jewish eyes, you will learn how Jesus transformed what would have otherwise been simply a Roman execution into a Passover sacrifice — the new
Passover of the Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the world. You will discover the answer to the following questions: What was Passover like at the
time of Jesus? What exactly did Peter and John do when they went into Jerusalem to prepare the Passover? Why were the Passover lambs crucified in the
shape of a cross? Why were four cups of wine required for every Passover? What were the stages of the Passover and how do they correspond to the Mass?
What psalms did Jesus sing at the Last Supper and how do they reveal the mystery of his Passion? When did Jesus finish the Last Supper and drink the
fourth Passover cup?

A 63 min.
Fourth Cup And The New Passover, The
DV
Pitre, Brant Catholic Productions, LLC© 2018

31683

In this study, you will discover the basic principles for reading Scripture, survey the principal covenants that God made with his people, and learn how each of
these covenants points forward to — and is fulfilled by — Jesus Christ and his Church. You will see a panoramic vision of salvation history and the place of
the covenants in that story. Disc I: Reading Scripture with the Church - This session is about why and how Catholics should read the Bible, and how the Mass
is precisely the key to reading Scripture from the heart of the Church (24 min.), The Old and the New - The Scripture is one unified story marked by covenants
in the Old Testament now fulfilled in the New Testament (23 min.) Disc II: Covenant with Creation (20 min.), Fall from Grace (22 min.), A New Beginning (26
min.) Disc III: Our Father in Faith (28 min.), From Egypt to Sinai (29 min.), Wandering in the Wilderness (20 min.) Disc IV: Rise of the Covenant Kingdom (21
min.), Features of the Kingdom (28 min.) Disc V: New Moses, New Covenant (20 min.), The Kingdom Transformed (22 min.) This program includes twelve
sessions on five discs and study guide.

A 255 min.
Journey Through Scripture: Genesis To Jesus (5 DVDs)
DV
Leonard, Matthew St. Paul Center For Biblical Theology© 2019

31686

In The Sermon on the Mount we are challenged to hear Jesus' sermon once again as Christ intended it, as our call to follow him whose life illustrates its
every ideal. You will discover this call to profound discipleship as a message to each of us, a challenge that is our constant call to renewal. (4 weeks)

A 79 min.
Little Rock Scripture Study: The Sermon On The Mount
DV

Liturgical Press© 2019
31685

The Stray tells the true story of a dog who saves a struggling family in more ways than one. "Pluto" comes out of nowhere and quickly makes himself at home
with the Davis family, who are on the brink of falling apart. The last thing they need is another mouth to feed... or is it? In just a short time, Pluto the "wonder
dog" manages to save a lost toddler, bring comfort and companionship to a hurting nine-ear-old boy, help restore a marriage and repair a broken father-son
relationship. Pluto is a guard dog beyond their every expectation. Sometimes help comes from the most unlikely places, our prayers get answered in strange
ways, and one dog can change everything. This is the story of one of those times.

I, J, S, YA, A
Stray, The
DV

Pure Flix Entertainment© 2018
31684

This article lists Catholic Websites that can be trusted for research, formation, and fun. Sites are grouped by the following topic titles: Indispensable Catholic
Websites (new and information to clarify Church teaching), Go-To Catholic Sites (fun and useful resources) Staying on Top of the Catholic News, Opinions
You Can Trust, Apolo-What? Keep on Learning the Faith, A Bouquet of Good Faith Writing (a variety of articles, poems, opinions to enjoy), Spend Time with
God in Prayer, and Fun for the Whole Family.

S, YA, A
Untangling The Catholic Web
OR
Reinhard, Sarah A. Our Sunday Visitor© 2014

51101

https://osvnews.com/2014/06/04/untangling-the-catholic-web/
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